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Abstract

La Hague 30 year experience with nuclear spent fuel handling represents more than 48,000 assemblies
handled in wet and dry environments. The front end facilities of the UP2-800 and UPS reprocessing plants are
dedicated to spent fuei handling, e.g. fuel unloading, interim storage, dispatch and measurement. The operations,
including maintenance, are largely automated and are performed remotely from central control rooms. The use of
automation at La Hague is aimed at reducing personnel exposure, increasing the purposeful utilization of
equipment, increasing the reliability of operations and thus the safety of the facilities, and improving fuel
accountability. The automation of the plants was designed to maintain a high achievable availability and
flexibility of the facilities. Today, La Hague reprocessing plants have successfully reached their design capacity
and handle fuel from utilities all over the world with a wide range of types and burnup. The future developments
include a decision support system for operators.

1. INTRODUCTION

To date, with more than 45,000 fuel assemblies handled in the plants of the La Hague site, the
experience with nuclear spent fuel handling represents approximately that of one thousand nuclear
power plants during ten years of operation.

In the beginning of the UP2 reprocessing plant operation, as the throughput of arriving
transportation casks was far below today's one, spent fuel handling operations in the HAO facility
were performed locally with few remote operations. Today, about 1,500 tU of LWR spent fuel is
annually transported from French and foreign nuclear power plants to the La Hague UP2-800 and
UP3 reprocessing plants. The front end facilities of the plants are dedicated to spent fuel handling
(unloading, checking, interim storage, dispatch and measurement). They are largely automated
facilities, with a centralized control system.

At La Hague, the use automation to a great extent is aimed at increasing the purposeful
utilization of equipment, increasing the reliability of operations and thus the safety of the facilities,
reducing operator doses, and improving traceability. The major technical challenges faced by the
designers were to maintain a high achievable availability and flexibility of the facilities.

This paper introduces the front end facilities of the UP2-800 and UP3 plants where operations
for spent fuel handling are performed, describes the centralized control system and eventually
concludes on future developments foreseen.

2. DESCRIPTION OF SPENT FUEL HANDLING AT LA HAGUE

The front end facilities of the UP2-800 and UP3 plants are dedicated to spent fuel handling
(Fig. 1). Fuel unloading, checking and dispatching to the storage pools are performed in the NPH and
TO facilities. After storage, the fuel is transferred to the reprocessing units. Tunnels connect the NPH



facility and the D pool to the Rl and Tl facilities where the fuel is cut and dissolved. Prior to cutting
the burnup of each fuel assembly is measured and compared against the value announced by the
nuclear power plant.

FIG. 1. La Hague spent fuel handling facilities

2.1. NPH Facility: wet unloading

The NPH facility is part of the UP2 reprocessing plant in operation since 1970. It comprises a
fuel unloading pool (Fig. 2) and a fuel storage pool. It is connected to the other storage pools of the
storage complex of the La Hague site which includes three other pools. NPH also feeds the Rl
facility.

The facility was commissioned in 1980. It has been originally designed with very few remote
operations. The cask preparation was mainly performed locally, with direct contact to the cask, and
operators were conducting the fuel unloading operations while they were boarded on the cask
unloading crane.

In 1989, the UP2 plant was upgraded. New facilities were built and others modified to bring the
nominal capacity of the plant to 800 tU which was achieved in 1996. The programme for the new UP2
plant included modifications to the NPH facility, that were undertaken starting 1991. The objectives,
among others, were to improve the reliability of cask handling equipment, operating conditions and to
reduce the doses to the operators.

The automation of the fuel unloading operations (through the use of remote technologies) was
chosen as one of the key upgrade to achieve these goals. A major challenge for the automation of
NPH was to maintain the flexibility of the installation that is planned to receive any type of casks.
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FIG. 2. NPH Facility: wet fuel unloadmg
[POOR QUALITY

Since 1994, the wet unloading operations at NPH are performed remotely from a control room.
Although the preparation of the casks (mainly cask connection to the process unit) is still performed
locally, in a dedicated cell, semi-automatic sequences have been defined for the transfer and
immersion of the cask, thus reducing the time required for the operations and consequently the
operator exposure. Once the cask is immersed in the pool, all fuel handling operations are performed
from the control room.

Due to the large variety of fuels received in the NPH facility, a wide range of automatic
sequences have been developed to maintain the installation flexibility.
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2.2. TO Facility: dry unloading

The TO facility is part of the UP3 reprocessing plant. It operates since 1986 and comprises one
cell for fuel dry unloading (Fig. 3). It is connected to the storage pool complex of the site through the
D pool which also feeds the Tl facility.

The benefits of dry fuel handling lie in the diminution of operator exposure and the significant
reduction of liquid and solid waste production.

The facility yearly unloads around 200 transportation casks, i.e. one cask a day. All operations
are remotely performed and supervised from a central control room. Currently, four types of casks can
be received in the installation: TNI2, TN13, TN17 and LK100.

FIG. 3. TO Facility: dry fuel unloading [POOR QUALITY
ORIGINAL
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2.3. Storage pools: spent fuel dispatch

In the spent fuel reception and storage complex of the La Hague site, fuel assemblies are
handled in baskets: one basket for BWR fuel contains 12 assemblies, one basket for PWR fuel
contains four assemblies.

The baskets are loaded in the NPH and TO facilities and are moved to their storage position by
the mean of an automated crane supervised from the control room (Fig. 4). For transfer to the Rl and
Tl process facilities, the baskets are placed on a platform which moves along a ramp.

FIG. 4. Spent fuel handling crane
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2.4. Rl, Tl: fuel assembly tipper bridge

In the Rl and Tl facilities, the fuel assemblies are retrieved from the baskets by the mean of a
tipper bridge (Fig. 5) and introduced in a dry cell where the fuel burnup is measured.
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FIG. 5. Tl Facility; tipper bridge



3. LA HAGUE CENTRALISED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR SPENT FUEL HANDLING

Most systems described above are automated. Operations for spent fuel handling, including
maintenance, are performed remotely and controlled from centralized control rooms according to the
diagram Fig. 6.
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FIG. 6. Operating La Hague reprocessing plants

Data acquisition and control of the process are performed locally in each facility by the mean of
process control systems (multi-loop control units and programmable logical controllers).

The main in-process management systems collect information from the process control systems
and transfer them to the video display units in the control room. Thus, information available to the
operator on the video display unit include information for process operation, facility surveillance, e.g.
radiation control, criticality control, fire protection, and monitoring of personnel access to controlled
areas.

The video display units display animated objects illustrating the process equipment and alarms.
Man-machine interfaces (networks) allow the operator to control the process through the control
boards (Fig. 7).

There are two operating modes:

• the automatic control mode. The operator engage the process cycle from its control board and
the sequences are actuated automatically;

• the remote manual control mode. The operator has to validate from its video display unit the
end of each sequence (verifying parameters) for the next sequence to be actuated.

Whatever the mode used, the safety of the process is ensured through the implementation in the
system of locked « permanent safety conditions » (CPS) which must be verified for the sequences to
be resumed.
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The surveillance and maintenance of the software is ensured by the software maintenance
center (CML) which provides for software control and management of software updates and
upgrades. It also includes support programs for modifications and tests.

In case of the unavailability of the normal operating system, an additional control mode is
provided called « the safety mode » which uses a dedicated hard wired control panel.

FIG. 7. UP3 Control Room

4. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS AND CONCLUSION

Thanks to a conception allowing a high achievable availability and flexibility of the facilities,
the La Hague reprocessing plants have successfully reached their design capacity and handle fuel
from utilities all over the world with a wide range of types and burnup.

The plants are operated and maintained using automation and a centralized control of operation.
The automation of operations at COGEMA La Hague represents :

• 150 video display units;
• 700 programmable logic controllers;
• 1200 multi-loop control units;
• 35 in-process computers.

The future developments of the operating system include the development of a decision support
system for the operators.
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